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             Yale Gordon College of Arts and Sciences 
 

The Biological Basis of Behavior 
APPL 601 - Section 185 (4219) – 3 Credit Hours – Fall 2016 
 
Day & Time: Thursday 5:30-8:00 pm 
Dates: Aug 29, 2016 – Dec. 18, 2016 
Location: Business Center Room 313A 
 
Instructor:       Office Hours and Location:  
Dr. Michael J. Frederick      Thursday 3:30-5:30 pm in LC 414 

Contact Information:       
E-mail: mfrederick@ubalt.edu       
Phone: 410-837-5997        
 
I prefer that students contact me via email. Please be sure to include the course number in the subject 
line. I will make every effort to respond to your inquiry within 48 hours or earlier. If an issue is urgent, 
please indicate "urgent" within the subject line of the email and I will respond as soon as is practical. 

Course Description: 
This course provides a survey of the current knowledge of the structure and function of the nervous 
system, with an emphasis on how this information contributes to our understanding of behavior and 
mental processes. This introduction to neuroscience will demonstrate how different types of 
information are integrated in this interdisciplinary field. Thus, a primary objective of the course is for 
students to gain insight into how biochemical, anatomical, and physiological approaches contribute to 
our understanding of behavior and clinical phenomena. 
 
Student Learning Outcomes: 

1. Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:  
2. Describe the philosophical underpinnings and methods used in neuroscience 
3. Describe the anatomy and physiology of the central nervous system 
4. Describe how sensory and motor systems in the brain influence behavior 
5. Describe how attention, consciousness, emotion, and motivation interact 
6. Discuss the major types of brain disorders and their treatment 
7. Integrate primary neuroscience research articles in an APA-style literature review paper 

 
Required Course Materials: 
 
Carlson, Neil R. (2016). Physiology of Behavior (12th). New Jersey: Pearson Education. ISBN: 0134080912 
 
Ramachandran, V.S. & Blakeslee, S. (1998).  Phantoms in the Brain: Probing the Mysteries of the 

Human Mind. New York, NY: William Morrow and Company, Inc. ISBN: 0688172172 
 

mailto:mfrederick@ubalt.edu
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Grading: Evaluation will be based on exams, homework assignments, a term paper, and a group 
oral presentation.  It is assumed that students will attend and participate in class 
without being disruptive. Students who do so will have their grades calculated according 
to the following weighted system: 

 

Evaluation Percentage of Grade  

Exam 1 
Exam 2 
Exam 3 
Final Exam 
Homework Assignments (3) 
Term Paper 
Team Presentation 

15% 
15% 
15% 
15% 
15% 
15% 
10% 

 
APPL 601 Letter/Number Conversion Scale: 
 95-100 = A 87-89 = B+ 77-79 = C+ 69 or below = F 
 90-94   = A- 83-86 = B 73-76 = C  
   80-82 = B- 70-72 = C-  
 

Exams 
Examinations will test knowledge of information from lectures and reading assignments. The test format 
will include multiple choice, matching, labelling, and essay questions. All tests will require the 
identification of specific areas of the nervous system and their role in various behaviors. During exams, 
cell phones must be left at the front of the classroom.

 
Homework Assignments & Participation 
Three homework assignments will occur as scheduled on the syllabus.  These will require you to read 
and summarize a neuroscience research article.  For each homework assignment, the class will be 
divided into groups of 4-5 students, and each group will be assigned a different article.  Each student will 
write a 1-2 page summary of the article.  On the date the homework is due, each group will give a 5 
minute presentation describing their article to the class.  You will each receive a grade for your paper 
(10 points max) and a grade for your contribution to the group presentation (10 points max).  
Undergraduate students are excused from the first homework assignment, but will complete the other 
two. The combined score for all homework assignments will be worth 15% of your final course grade. 

 
Research Paper & Team Presentation 
Students will be assigned to teams of 4-5, and during the last day of the course, each group will be 
responsible for a 20 minute oral presentation on a specific area of neuroscience research.  Groups will 
be assigned specific topics.  Each student will identify a more specific sub-topic in this area, and will find 
and retrieve appropriate research articles.   Each student will write a short paper (3-5 pages plus 
references) summarizing three empirical neuroscience research articles from professional journals. 
During the group presentation, following an introduction each student in the team will present one of 
the papers that he or she summarized.  Each student’s presentation will be evaluated for organization, 
elocution, effectiveness, and the extent to which the whole team is able to present a coherent set of 
information to the class. The research paper is to be written in APA format.  For details consult the APA 
manual or an online APA style guide (e.g., http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/).   

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fowl.english.purdue.edu%2Fowl%2Fresource%2F560%2F01%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFrqEzd_B50JF-jYCBw6lvsL8TJ3EfLx2w
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Citations in Research Papers 
Although the use of web resources, including Wikipedia and specific web pages, is encouraged in order 
to gain a perspective on the material, these sources are not to be used as citations in the formal 
assignments. All citations are to be from peer-reviewed journal articles and published sources. Citations 
and reference sections should be in APA style.   

 
Sakai 
All students are required to use Sakai for course materials, which can be accessed via the internet using 
one’s University of Baltimore login information. There is an introduction to Sakai available once you 
login.  If you encounter difficulty using Sakai, please visit:  
http://www.ubonline.edu/documents/gettingstarted_student.pdf for assistance. Given that help is 
always available (24/7 Help Desk 1-855-501-0856) for this program, difficulty with Sakai will not serve as 
a valid excuse for late and/or missing assignments.  

 
Attendance Policy 
Attendance is strongly encouraged. Much that is covered in lectures will not be found in the textbook! 
Also, there will not be enough time to address every important detail in the classroom that can be found 
in the textbook. You are responsible for information provided in lectures and class time, as well as 
information found in your textbook, and learning gathered from assignments in this class. If you need to 
miss a class, please speak with another classmate to see what you may have missed, as you must obtain 
any class materials or notes. Bear in mind that homeworks cannot be made up if you are absent.  In case 
of an emergency, please email me before class so we can discuss your options. 

 
Classroom Environment 
Among behaviors that are not appropriate in this class are habitual tardiness, sleeping, reading during 
class, conversing with others while someone else is speaking, use of electronic devices in class such as 
cell phones and computers (except for taking notes).  Silence your phone before class starts!  

 
Missed Exams 
In the interest of fairness to all students, students are permitted to make up exams only in the case of 
extreme circumstances (e.g., serious illness, accident, death in the family) or a university-sanctioned 
activity (written documentation required). To qualify for a make-up exam, you must notify me no later 
than the day before the exam. When permission is granted, make-up exams must be completed within 
one week of the scheduled exam. Students who miss an exam without a documented excuse will receive 
a score of zero.  Please be aware of the exam dates when making travel arrangements. 

 
Late Assignments 
In the interest of fairness to students who complete their papers on time, any written assignment 
handed in more than five minutes past the start of class will be marked down by 10% of the potential 
points, with an additional 10% markdown every 24 hours. Assignments turned in more than three days 
late will receive a grade of zero. 

 
Grade Disputes 
If I mark an exam response as incorrect, but you feel it is correct, you may submit a request for grade 
reconsideration. Any such request will be accepted only if it is submitted to me in writing within 1 week 
of receiving the grade in question. Such requests do not guarantee a grade change; you must present a 
strong and convincing argument for why you believe you deserve the point(s). For example, your written 

https://myub.ubalt.edu/exchweb/bin/,DanaInfo=mail2.ubalt.edu+redir.asp?URL=http://www.ubonline.edu/documents/gettingstarted_student.pdf
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request should specify (a) what you believe an alternative correct answer could be, (b) the reason you 
think so, and (c) where you found supporting evidence for your view (e.g., exact page in reading or date 
of class notes). 

 
Extra Credit 
Students may earn up to 3 percentage points in extra credit for participation in faculty and student 
research projects. The amount of extra credit awarded will correspond to the amount of time for the 
research participation (½ credit for ½ hour, 1 credit for 1 hour, up to 3 hours max). Some of these 
studies may be online, and others will be in the Wagman Lab (AC220). Students who are interested in 
submitting written assignments in lieu of participating in research should approach the instructor for 
details. All extra credit must be completed before our final class on December 8th. 
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APPL 601  
 
Tentative Schedule (When adjustments are made, they will be announced in class): 
 

Date    Topic           Chapter in Text 

September 1 Overview of course; History of neurobiology 1 

September 8 Neurons & Neurotransmitters 2 

September 15 Structure of the nervous system 3 

September 22 Research Methods 5 

September 29 Psychopharmacology  
Exam 1 (Text Ch. 1-3, 5; Phantoms 1-3) 
 

4 

October 6 Homework 1 
Substance Abuse 
 

 
18 

October 13 Sleep 9 

October 20 Reproductive Behavior 
Exam 2 (Text Ch. 4,9,18; Phantoms 4-6) 
 

10 

October 27 Homework 2 
Vision  
 

 
6 

November 3 Somatosensation & Audition 
 

7 

November 10 Emotion  
Exam 3 (Text Ch. 6, 7, & 10; Phantoms 7-9) 
 

11 

November 20 Homework 3 
Affective disorders 

 
16 

November 24 No Class (Thanksgiving) 
 

---- 

December 1  Stress, Anxiety, & Neurodevelopmental 
Disorders 

17 

December 8 Student Presentations  
Review for Final Exam 
 

---- 

December 15 Final Exam  
(Text Ch. 11,15-17; Phantoms 10-12) 

---- 

 
 
 

*** Class meets in Business Center Room 313A *** 
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ADDENDUM 

UB Policies and Procedures 
 

Academic Integrity 
The Academic Integrity Policy for the University of Baltimore provides information regarding plagiarism. 
Incorrect use of other individuals’ work will likely result in plagiarism charges, which can lead to a failing 
grade on an assignment, a failing grade in the course, or even suspension from UB. Not understanding 
the definition of plagiarism or improper attribution are not excuses for failure to abide by originality 
requirements in this or any other course. 

 
Student Rights and Responsibilities 
The University’s policy on Student Rights and Responsibilities can be found in the UB Student Handbook. 
 
The University of Baltimore is a community comprised of students, faculty, administrators, and staff 
who share a commitment to learning. Exceptional academic honesty is essential to the university’s 
mission of learning, scholarship and integrity. We believe: 

 Honesty is the foundation of personal integrity. 

 Honesty promotes substantive learning. 

 Honesty validates the recognition of scholarly achievement. 

 Honesty demonstrates respect for the work of others and enables effective 
cooperation. 

All members of our community share responsibility for actively fostering academic honesty, actively 

discouraging academic dishonesty, and engaging in ongoing discussion of activities that may violate the 
spirit of honesty. 
 
Plagiarism Tutorial 

UB’s plagiarism tutorial 
 

Turnitin 
As a part of an institution-wide effort to ensure the originality of student work, the University of 
Baltimore licenses Turnitin, a commercial text-matching service that analyzes students’ submissions 
against its own archive of student papers, articles, and web sites to report on student originality and 
identify possible plagiarism. All UB faculty members reserve the right to use this or other measures to 
evaluate your work for originality and proper attribution.  

Accommodations for Students with Special Needs 
The University of Baltimore’s Center for Educational Access ensures that all UB students can achieve 
their academic potential unhindered by any disabilities. If you have a documented disability (either 
temporary or permanent) that requires accommodations, please contact the CEA. The center provides 
reasonable and appropriate accommodations for students with documented disabilities Center for 
Educational Access.  

Code of Conduct 
Students are expected to maintain a high standard of conduct. Since the university's role is to provide 
the best possible atmosphere for learning, individuals who violate its rules or regulations are subject 
to discipline. To the extent described in the Code of Conduct, the president of the university delegates 
authority over student discipline to the provost and the associate vice president for student affairs.  

http://www.ubalt.edu/campus-life/student-handbook.cfm#Academic_Integrity
http://www.ubalt.edu/campus-life/student-handbook.cfm#Student_Rights_and_Responsibilities
http://www.ubalt.edu/plagiarism/
http://www.ubalt.edu/plagiarism/
http://www.ubalt.edu/campus-life/center-for-educational-access/
http://www.ubalt.edu/campus-life/center-for-educational-access/
http://www.ubalt.edu/campus-life/student-handbook.cfm
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Grade Challenges 
Students have the right to a grade based on their actual course performance as compared to an 
articulated standard that is applied to all those taking a course. Each instructor must therefore be able 
to articulate a uniform, identifiable standard that is applied in calculating any part of a student's course 
grade. That standard must relate to the course syllabus, academic instruction, and the assignments and 
materials that were provided to the class. Policies and procedures related to grade challenges   
(click on grading challenges) 

 

Incomplete Grades and Requests 
Incomplete (INC) grades will not be considered prior to the official WD deadline. After this date, and 
INC may be granted at the discretion of the instructor and the appropriate dean’s office based on tan 
anticipated extenuating circumstance.   Incompletes are ordinarily issued to students whose 
circumstances meet all five of the following conditions:  Your situation is emergent. By that we mean 
your situation was clearly unexpected, and there was simply no way you could have predicted it. 

 Your situation is exceptional, which often coincides with the first condition. By that we mean 
your situation is unique and extraordinary. 

 Your situation prevents you from completing your work. By that we mean your situation 
must seriously jeopardize your ability to complete work in the class. 

 Prior to requesting the Incomplete, you must be passing the course and have completed 
the vast majority of your work. 

 When your situation emerges, you must contact your professor about it as soon as possible. 

 A timeline for grade completion is outlined in the catalog. 

 
For any of the above conditions, documentation may be required to officially issue the Incomplete. It is 
a good idea for students and faculty to have a formal written plan for completing coursework when an 
incomplete is issued. Please see specific dates on the Academic Calendar for WD and refunds.  

Mid-Semester Progress Reporting for Undergraduates 
Mid-Semester Progress Reports will be issued for all undergraduate students halfway through the 
semester. You will be issued an S/Satisfactory – which means you are passing the class with a C or 
better; an NS/Not Satisfactory – which means your grade is a C- or lower; or an FA/Failure due to 
absences. If you are in the NS or FA categories, you should contact your professor and advisor to 
discuss ways to improve your performance before it is too late.  

Privacy Act 
Public Law 93-380 (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, also known as the “The Buckley 
Amendment”) provides certain rights to students (and, in some cases, parents) concerning access to 
educational records. For more specific information on your privacy rights, visit the FERPA for Students 
website. 

Title IX Sexual Harassment and Sexual Misconduct Policy 
The University of Baltimore’s Sexual Harassment and Sexual Misconduct policies are compliant with 
Federal laws prohibiting discrimination. Title IX requires that faculty, student employees and staff 
members report any known, learned or rumored incidents of sex discrimination, including sexual 
harassment, sexual misconduct, stalking on the basis of sex, dating/intimate partner violence or sexual 
exploitation and/or related experiences or incidents. Policies and procedures related to Title IX and 
UB’s nondiscrimination policies 

http://www.ubalt.edu/campus-life/student-handbook.cfm#Student_Grievances_and_Procedures
http://www.ubalt.edu/academics/academic-calendar.cfm
http://www.ubalt.edu/about-ub/offices-and-services/records-and-registration/student_privacy/ferpa_students.cfm
http://www.ubalt.edu/about-ub/offices-and-services/records-and-registration/student_privacy/ferpa_students.cfm
http://www.ubalt.edu/titleix
http://www.ubalt.edu/titleix
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UB Resource Centers for Students 

Academic and counseling resources for students include but are not limited to:  

Achievement and Learning Center  
Academic Center 113  
alc@ubalt.edu, 410.837.5383 
Make an appointment at the ALC  

 
The ALC is a free resource for all UB students and offers support in three ways: 

 A tutor or study facilitator may be available for this course, either on-campus or online. 
Assistance in a variety of computer skills may also be available. Learn more about 
tutoring, or stop by AC113. 

 Writing consultants can work with you one-on-one to improve your papers and provide 
suggestions for revisions. Writing consultants provide feedback on anything you're writing 
for UB courses at any point in the writing process, from getting started to final editing. 
You can also submit to the Online Writing Link through the MyUB portal to receive audio 
MP3 feedback; look for the OWL icon. 

 To gain a competitive edge in the classroom or the workplace, make an appointment with 
the ALC Learning Consultant.  Consultants work with students on goal-setting, time 
management, efficient learning strategies, working in teams, oral presentations, and 
exam taking. They can help you develop a personalized "master plan" for accomplishing 
your goals. 

 
Center for Educational Access 
Academic Center 139 
cea@ubalt.edu, 410.837.4775 
 
The University of Baltimore’s Center for Educational Access ensures that all UB students can achieve 
their academic potential unhindered by any disabilities. If you have a documented disability that 
requires accommodations, please contact the CEA. The center provides reasonable and appropriate 
accommodations for students with documented disabilities.  

Counseling Center  
Academic Center 111 
counseling@ubalt.edu, 410.837.5159 
 
The Counseling Center delivers mental health services to UB students, promoting personal growth and 
assisting students with personal, social and academic concerns. Services include: individual counseling; 
group counseling; psychiatric referrals; consultation with faculty and staff to address student concerns; 
outreach programs; crisis intervention. 

 Note that this is neither a secure nor confidential email address. It also is not an 
emergency contact. If you are experiencing an emergency: dial 911, call the UB 
Police Department at 410.837.4444, or report to your nearest emergency room. 

 
Dean of Students and Office of Community Life 
Academic Center 112 
communitylife@ubalt.edu, 410.837.4755 
 

http://www.ubalt.edu/alc
mailto:alc@ubalt.edu
https://ubalt.mywconline.com/
https://ubalt.mywconline.com/
http://www.ubalt.edu/tutoring
http://www.ubalt.edu/cea
mailto:cea@ubalt.edu
http://www.ubalt.edu/counseling
mailto:counseling@ubalt.edu
http://www.ubalt.edu/communitylife
mailto:communitylife@ubalt.edu
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The Office of Community Life and the Dean of Students provides students with the knowledge, 
skills and support necessary to become successful members of the UB community. The office 
encourages responsible decision making and community development through its services and 
programs and offers support and guidance to anyone with questions or concerns about 
university procedures or who are facing a personal difficulty.  

Langsdale Library 
Reference & Instruction Librarians  

Learning Commons 3rd Floor 
langref@ubalt.edu 
1.888.LANGREF or 410.837.4274 

 
Reference and Instruction Librarians help students develop core information literacy skills, improving 
their ability to locate, evaluate, and use information as independent, life-long learners. In addition, 
librarians meet regularly with students in one-on-one and small group settings to provide guidance as 
students work through various aspects of the research and writing process, such as topic formulation, 
search strategies, and the evaluation of sources. You can contact the Reference & Instruction 
Librarian “on call” at the Reference Desk at Langsdale Library by phone, email, instant messaging, and 
in person. In addition, you can get reference assistance even when the library is closed through 
Langsdale’s partnership with Maryland AskUsNow!’s chat service. 

 
University Police 
Charles Royal Bldg. 200 
ubpolicedepartment@ubalt.edu, 
410.837.5520 
 
EMERGENCY PHONE: 410.837.4444 Relay users dial 7-1-1 
 
From time to time, the weather, power outages, and other factors play a role in the daily life of the UB 
campus. Emergency announcements will be communicated via: the UB home page; campus emails (to 
UB email addresses); the emergency notification phone line (410.837.4201); local media outlets; and 
the emergency Campus Text Alert System. Students, faculty and staff are strongly encouraged to 
register for this emergency notification system. Once registered, you will be alerted to any emergency 
on campus regardless of where you are - on, off or on route to campus. Sign up for the Campus Text 
Alert System through the tools in the MyUB portal. 
 
Sakai Support  
ubsakaisupport@ubalt.edu 
1.855.501.0856 
 
Having trouble with Sakai? Call or email UB Sakai Support. You’ll speak with a real person who can help 
you with your problem or create an incident report for following up with your professor. 

 
Office of Technology Services  
Academic Center 101 
callcenter@ubalt.edu 
410.837.6262 
 
OTS provides technology support to the UB community. 

http://langsdale.ubalt.edu/research-help
mailto:langref@ubalt.edu
http://www.ubalt.edu/about-ub/offices-and-services/university-police/
http://www.ubalt.edu/about-ub/offices-and-services/university-police/
mailto:ubpolicedepartment@ubalt.edu
http://www.ubalt.edu/
https://ubonline.ubalt.edu/
mailto:ubsakaisupport@ubalt.edu
http://www.ubalt.edu/ots
mailto:callcenter@ubalt.edu

